Abstract. This paper addresses optimization problems constrained by partial differential equations with uncertain coefficients. In particular, the robust control problem and the average control problem are considered for a tracking type cost functional with an additional penalty on the variance of the state. The expressions for the gradient and Hessian corresponding to either problem contain expected value operators. Due to the large number of uncertainties considered in our model, we suggest to evaluate these expectations using a multilevel Monte Carlo (MLMC) method. Under mild assumptions, it is shown that this results in the gradient and Hessian corresponding to the MLMC estimator of the original cost functional. Furthermore, we show that the use of certain correlated samples yields a reduction in the total number of samples required. Two optimization methods are investigated: the nonlinear conjugate gradient method and the Newton method. For both, a specific algorithm is provided that dynamically decides which and how many samples should be taken in each iteration. The cost of the optimization up to some specified tolerance τ is shown to be proportional to the cost of a gradient evaluation with requested root mean square error τ . The algorithms are tested on a model elliptic diffusion problem with lognormal diffusion coefficient. An additional nonlinear term is also considered. 1. Introduction. We consider the optimization of a tracking type cost functional constrained by a partial differential equation (PDE) containing uncertain coefficients. The goal is to find an optimum that is satisfactory in a broad parameter range, and that is as insensitive as possible to parameter uncertainties. To that end we solve the so-called robust control problem, in which the expected value of the cost functional is optimized. Other problem formulations that take into account the uncertainties can be found in [6, 5, 1, 20, 23] . They differ mainly in computational cost and in the robustness of the obtained optimum. Several techniques to solve the robust control problem have been described previously, in particular, stochastic collocation methods [33, 7, 35, 9, 8] and stochastic Galerkin schemes [33, 24] . These are based on earlier methods for simulation problems [2, 3, 39, 38, 30] . These methods are mainly used for relatively small stochastic dimensions, because the amount of collocation points increases rapidly with the dimension. Furthermore, Galerkin schemes may run into memory problems. Many techniques sample the problem in some way and use a multigrid solver on the resulting equations. This effectively comes down to taking the same number of samples on all levels in the multigrid hierarchy. Fundamentally different is the method proposed by Kouri [18], in which the multigrid optimization (MG/OPT) framework [28, 25] is applied to a hierarchy of stochastic discretizations. 'Finer' levels correspond to taking a larger number of sample points in the
stochastic space. Finally, Newton methods have also been applied successfully to stochastic problems, see, e.g., [27] .
The computation of the gradient and the Hessian vector product corresponding to the robust optimization problem entail the solution of a system of PDEs with uncertain coefficients that contain expected value operators. Due to the large number of uncertainties considered in our work, we propose to evaluate these expected values using a multilevel Monte Carlo (MLMC) method. This is motivated by the recent developments in MLMC methods for the simulation of (elliptic) PDEs with uncertain coefficients [10, 34, 15] . The MLMC method reduces the computational cost by taking most samples on coarse grids, and refining the resulting estimate using fewer samples on finer grids. This idea is mainly responsible for the substantial performance increase of our method w.r.t. methods that implicitly take the same number of samples on every grid. Recently, a MLMC method was proposed to solve the pathwise control problem [1] , which consists of calculating the average of many optimal control solutions for different realizations of the PDE constraints. However, the resulting control is not guaranteed to be robust.
The method described in this paper solves the robust control problem. It retains the positive aspects of some of the previously described methods while avoiding some of the drawbacks. In particular, our method uses a different number of samples on different spatial discretization levels, it limits memory use by only storing a few samples of the state at any given time, and it reduces cost by adapting the precision (and thus the amount of samples) to the current stage of the optimization process, see also [19] . Furthermore, the method dynamically choses the number of samples such that a solution satisfying a requested tolerance on the gradient norm of the original (unsampled) problem can be obtained. The method can also deal with an additional cost functional term for the variance on the state, as in [33] . The method is especially suited for a large number of stochastic dimensions. If the samples are carefully taken, the resulting calculated gradient and Hessian are shown to be exact for some cost functional. Under mild conditions, this cost functional is equal to the one calculated using MLMC. Furthermore, we demonstrate that it is possible to have cheaper samples if correlated samples are allowed. This requires a slight extension of the classic MLMC theory. For the problems in this paper, the effect of the correlations is such that less samples are required.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, it is shown that the robust control formulation and the average control formulation are essentially equivalent for the tracking type cost functional with additional variance term. Section 3 introduces the model PDE, describes the properties of the stochastic variables and explains how they are sampled. Expressions for the gradient and Hessian are derived in Section 4. The proposed optimization methods follow the so-called reduced approach, i.e., the state is eliminated. Because the state is stochastic, the alternative would imply storing all realizations of the state in memory, which we want to avoid. Section 5 summarizes the existing MLMC theory and provides details on how function valued quantities of interest can be dealt with. Section 6 applies the MLMC method on the equations derived in Section 4. Section 7 investigates two optimization methods: the gradient based nonlinear conjugate gradient (NCG) method and the Newton method. For both, a specific algorithm is provided that dynamically decides which and how many samples should be used in each iteration. The cost of the optimization up to some specified tolerance τ on the gradient norm is shown to be proportional to the cost of a gradient evaluation with requested root mean square error (RMSE) τ . The algorithms are tested on a model elliptic diffusion problem with lognormal diffusion coefficient in Section 8. An additional nonlinear term is also considered. Finally, we end with some concluding remarks in Section 9.
2. Cost functional. Let (Ω, A, µ) denote a probability space. The sample space Ω contains all possible realizations ω of the random influence. Its dimension is the stochastic dimension of the problem and may be infinite. A is the set of all events (subsets of Ω) and µ is a measure that maps events in A to probabilities in [0, 1] . The expected value operator, the variance operator and the standard deviation operator of a stochastic variable k are denoted as follows
Assume a spatial domain D ⊂ R d on which the state y, some target state y D and the control u are defined. In this paper, we consider the stochastic equivalent to the following classical deterministic goal function of tracking type (1) J det (y, u) = y − y D 2 + α u 2 .
The norm . denotes the L 2 -norm in D induced by the classical inner product (., .) in L 2 (D). Consider now the case where, due to uncertainties in the state equations, y is stochastic. The cost functional can then be made deterministic again in several ways [1, 5] . The robust control problem attempts to minimize the mean of the cost functional, yielding
dx was added because it is desirable to have a control for which the state is more accurately known, leading to a risk averse optimum. Note that the first term minimizes the expected distance to the target function y D , which is not the same as minimizing the distance of the expected state to the target function. The latter is called the average control cost functional
Both cost functionals can easily be shown to be convex. Moreover, we can prove that both are essentially equivalent. Proof. By switching the order of integration, we have
We can now write
The quantity E[y]−y D is deterministic. Hence, the last term drops out because E[y − E[y]] = 0. It is now clear that
if and only if γ = 1 + γ.
In [33] both robust and average control cost functionals are considered. Theorem 2.1 explains why two seemingly different problems produced the same result 1 . The robust control cost functional (2) will be denoted simply as J in the remainder of this paper.
Model problem PDE constraint.
The method that we shall propose does not assume any specific PDE. However, to make matters more concrete and to simplify some expressions, we will focus our exposition on one particular model. Consider an object occupying the spatial domain D = [0, 1] d ⊂ R d and denote its boundary by ∂D. The temperature distribution on D constitutes the state y. The control u is a heat source (or sink) on D which we assume to be constant in time. The heat conduction coefficient is the
With Dirichlet boundary conditions, the system equations are now described by the following PDE with random coefficients:
The coefficient β(x) allows to constrain the control input to a subset of D, by setting it to 1 if x is in the subset and 0 otherwise, see e.g., [37] . The variables belong to the function spaces:
The symbol ⊗ denotes the tensor product of Hilbert spaces. The subscript + indicates the subset of functions that are positive almost everywhere.
Stochastic field k.
We assume a lognormal field k(x, ω) exp(z(x, ω)), with z a Gaussian field. We take E[z] = 0 and use the common assumption of an exponential covariance [10, 16] (5)
with σ 2 the variance of the field and λ the correlation length. Samples of z can be generated starting from the Karhunen-Loève (KL) expansion [26, 17] of z:
see, e.g., [7, 8, 10, 16, 9] . The KL-expansion is the unique expansion of the above form that minimizes the total mean squared error if the expansion is truncated to a fixed finite number of terms [14] . In this paper we confine ourselves to the choice λ = 0.3 and choose n KL = 500 terms, capturing 94% of the variance for a 2D problem. A typical realization for two values of σ is found in Figure 1 . The accurate and efficient generation of samples is not the main topic of this paper. Other sampling techniques such as circulant embedding [13, 16] may provide some computational advantages over the KL-expansion. 
General expressions.
The optimality conditions can be derived starting from the Lagrangian
The necessary first order conditions for optimality are then found by setting the partial derivatives to p, y and u to zero:
The superscript * denotes the adjoint of a bounded linear operator. The expression ( ∂c ∂y ) * [p], for example, follows through the Riesz representation theorem [31] from
4.2.
Reduced gradient for the model problem. The robust optimization objective can be reformulated in a more compact manner in terms of the norm
The terms ∇ y J and ∇ u J in (7) can be evaluated by noting that
In the last step we used that (
Since the operator ∇ · (k∇.) is linear and self-adjoint, ∇ y (p, c) = ∇ · (k∇p). Finally, for the third equation in (7) we find
Combining the results, the system of equations (7) reduces to (10)
The Dirichlet boundary conditions are omitted for brevity. The last equation provides the so-called reduced gradient, i.e., the gradient of the reduced cost functionalJ(u) = J (Su, u) where S solves the constraint c. 
Reduced Hessian for the model problem.
Consider the second order derivative of a functional f and apply some calculus to obtain
The mapping d∇f (u) du [.] , H → H is the Hessian of f (u), denoted as Hess f (u)[.] [37] . In the finite dimensional setting, the Hessian can be represented by an ordinary matrix M . For any vector h 1 and h 2 , we have h 
The model problem is quadratic since the Hessian is independent of u.
Discretization.
We assume that the discretization of the equations (10) leads to a system of the form
with A, A ∈ R m d ×m d dependent on ω. This is the case if, e.g., the finite volume discretization with m d volumes is used. We use boldface to denote the finite dimensional approximations.
Consider the discretized cost functional
where the norms and inner products over R m d are defined as the approximation of their continuous counterparts, i.e.,
. This definition ensures that the discretized cost functional gives comparable results regardless of the number of discretization points. Using standard differentiation techniques, one can show that the discretized gradient (13) is also the exact gradient of the reduced cost functionalJ(u) = J(A −1 βu, u) w.r.t. the inner product given in (15) . Discretizing the Hessian (12) in the same way is identical to taking the derivative of the discretized gradient, i. . Because of the PDE setting, it makes sense to consider a multilevel Monte Carlo (MLMC) estimator, which is briefly recalled following the exposition in [10] . Section 5.2 discusses in detail how we handle function valued quantities of interest. Section 6 analyzes the application of the method to the estimation of E[p] in particular.
Scalar-valued quantities of interest.
Assume one wishes to estimate the expected value of some quantity of interest (QoI) Q : Ω → R. Because of approximation or discretization errors, one can often not generate exact samples Q(ω) of Q. Instead, one can generate samples Q m (ω) of an approximation Q m to Q, where m is a measure for the accuracy of the approximation. Here, we let m correspond to the number of discretization points in one dimension. The numerical scheme is assumed to have a weak order of convergence equal to ρ, i.e.,
We define a b ⇔ a ≤ cb with c independent of m and n below. We write a b iff a b and b a. The computational cost C(Q m (ω)) for a single sample is assumed to satisfy
for some constant κ. Both ρ and κ depend on the algorithm employed to solve the PDE. In the MLMC method [10, 15] one considers multiple approximations
In our setting, m = m 0 · 2 corresponds to the grid size of the PDE discretization. The coarsest grid size is m 0 , the finest is m L . The method recursively estimates an expected value on a finer grid as an expected value on a coarser grid (acting as a control variate) combined with a corrective term. This leads to a telescopic sum decomposition
where
is estimated using the ordinary Monte Carlo (MC) method with n samples, yielding
It is important to use the same stochastic realization ω i on both levels for each sample of Y to ensure a high correlation. The MLMC estimator is then defined as
with the vector m = {m } L =0 and n = {n } L =0 . The linearity of the expected value operator and the fact that all the expectations are estimated independently, lead to
Moreover, the mean square error (MSE) ofQ MLMC m,n as an estimator for E[Q] can be characterized, see [10] , as follows
The first term is due to the stochastic error, which can be decreased by taking more samples. The second term is due to the discretization error, equal to the bias squared. It can be decreased by solving the PDE on a finer grid, i.e., by increasing L. In order to have a RMSE of at most it is sufficient if both 2 terms are smaller than 2 /2.
Many possibilities exist for n to achieve a stochastic error smaller than 2 /2. This freedom can be used to minimize the cost of the MLMC estimator. Denote the cost of taking a sample of Y as C l C(Y (ω)). The cost of the MLMC estimator is then
Minimizing this cost subject to the constraint
yields an optimization problem which is easily solved using Lagrange multipliers. The solution, rounded upward, yields the optimal number of samples
Substituting (22), before rounding upward, into the expression for the cost, yields 
Then, for any < e −1 , there exist a value L and a sequence n = {n } L =0 such that the MSE
and the cost
In practice, the problem dependent parameters ρ, φ and κ are not always known in advance and may have to be estimated. Furthermore, L has to be selected carefully in order to have a sufficiently small bias term.
Function valued quantities of interest.
The main quantities of interest in this paper are the gradient and the Hessian vector product, which in our application are functions instead of scalar values. These functions are discretized differently on the different levels and have to be combined in the course of the estimation algorithm. Hence, it is necessary to define a mapping between those discretizations. depends on the discretization method and the selection of the mesh points at the different levels. The ideas in this paper do not depend on a specific method used to solve PDE (4) for a single realization ω. Here the finite volume method will be used to obtain function values at control volume centers. None of the nodes existing at a level are then present at the level + 1, see Figure 2 . The prolongation operator is often chosen to interpolate linearly. In our situation, the effect is a smoothing of the function when mapped from one level to the next. Note that MLMC works best if the results on consecutive levels match as closely as possible. Alternative definitions for I 
Mapping between different levels. Consider a linear transform
I 2 1 : R m d 1 → R m d 2 : v → I
Revised algorithm and bias estimation.
For (discrete) vector valued quantities, (18) and (19) are amended as follows: In this paper, the vector valued estimator is always returned at some fixed levelL. If a sufficiently small RMSE is reached for some L <L, no samples are taken at levels > L.
Returning the result at a fixed predetermined level simplifies the implementation of the optimization algorithm. Optimization software usually requires a gradient and Hessian of a given dimension that is not allowed to change from iteration to iteration.
Some methods to extend the MLMC theory to vector or function valued QoI can be found in [15, pp. 274-276] . Let I be the discretization operator, which samples a continuous function in the discretization nodes of level . In this paper, we demand the MSE (21) to be smaller than 2 for each point on the final levelL, i.e., we demand
Much of the MLMC theory for scalar valued quantities can then be reused without much modification. Evaluating the variance ofQ MLMC m,n from the definition (25) shows that the relevant series of variances necessary to evaluate (22) for all the points is given by
, where V[Y ] are estimated using some warm up samples. The optimal number of samples is determined for each domain point separately. Then, the maximum over all the domain points is taken as n. This ensures that
in all points of the domain. For the bias we start with an estimation of ρ in (16) . Assume there exist c, c ∈ R such that from a certain level onward
These assumptions were found experimentally to hold best, especially for low , when using the inf-norm. Fitting a line to log 2 E[Q m − I −1 Q m −1 ] ∞ ≈ log 2 c − ρ and getting the first degree coefficient then provides an estimation of ρ. The reverse triangle inequality yields
leading to the following bound for the largest bias over the domain:
Since the necessary number of levels L is not a priori known, the algorithm starts out with only a few levels and checks
with the second term estimated through (27) . This is a somewhat overly conservative test for (26) . The above equation holds for all domain points if it holds for the worst case point, hence the inf-norm over the first term. It is also sufficient to simply replace the first term by 2 /2. If the resulting requirement for the bias is not satisfied, an additional level is added. An overestimation of either term would cause the algorithm to consider an additional unnecessary level. Note that this is not too bad if the dominant cost is on the coarsest grid, as is the case for all experiments in this paper. This provides another justification for the use of the conservative inf-norm in the bias estimation. The full MLMC algorithm is given in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Multilevel Monte Carlo estimation of function valued quantities
while not converged and L ≤L do 3: take an amount n init of initial samples at level
calculate the optimal number of samples n = {n } L =0 following §5.2.2.
6:
take more samples on levels 0, . . . , L until the total number taken is at least n 7:
if L ≥ 1 then 8: estimate ρ and the bias following §5.2.2
9:
converged ← check (28) at level L.
10:
end if
11:
L ← L + 1 12: end while 13: returnQ MLMC m,n , following (25) 6. Estimator for the gradient. We turn now to the specific problem of finding an estimate for E[p] and thus for the gradient in the optimality conditions (13) . Estimating E[p] seems to require an estimation of E[y] first. This leads to two problems. First, it is assumed that the available computer memory is too small to save all the samples used to estimate E[y]. Any such sample is thus lost unless it is recalculated later, thereby increasing calculation cost. Secondly, it is unclear which MSE would have to be requested for E [y] . So, we want to get rid of the need to estimate E[y] in advance. Moreover, we want to retain the property that the calculated gradient is exact, meaning that it is the exact gradient of some cost function. 
This holds for any stochastic space, in particular also for a finite subset of samples Ω 0 = {ω 1 , . . . , ω n } ⊂ Ω, each having equal probability. For any such set Ω 0 , (29) reduces
Writing y(ω i ) = y i , the following gradient w.r.t. (., .) D,Ω 0 is therefore equal to
Hence, if E[y] in (13) is estimated by means of n MC samples, the standard deviation term in J(y, u) is to be evaluated as suggested by the l.h.s in (31), i.e., by using the standard (biased) sample variance. Any alternative way to estimate E[y] entails a corresponding change in the estimator for the variance in the cost functional and vice versa. Consider another estimator based on two sets of n samples each:
with y j = y(ω j ) and Ω 0 = {ω 1 , . . . , ω n } ⊂ Ω a second set of samples. All of the 2n samples are independent. Due to the independence of ω j and ω j in particular, it is an unbiased estimator for the variance since
Note n . The standard biased variance estimator uses only n realizations of y and has the same variance. However, since it leads to a gradient containing the term E[y], which has to be estimated in advance with additional samples of y, its implied computational cost is not lower in practice. In contrast, the gradient corresponding toV[y] w.r.t.
Using this expression in (13) to replace 2(y − E[y]) yields the gradient of (14) where y +i denotes the stochastic variable y 'shifted' by i samples in the sampled stochastic space: y +i (ω j ) y(ω j+i ) with ω n+i = ω i . This definition only makes sense for a given ordered finite subset of Ω. A single sample of (35), e.g., the sample corresponding to ω j , is then 2y j − y j+1 − y j−1 . Calculating multiple samples in succession then merely requires to save the previous sample, y j−1 , and obtain the next sample, y j+1 , early. One of the disadvantages is the somewhat higher variance of the estimator:
Under the assumption that y j are Gaussian variables with variance σ 2 , one has that
and therefore
This is to be compared to the Cramér-Rao lower bound for unbiased estimators of the variance, which is 2σ 4 n for Gaussian variables. Taking dependent samples requires some changes in the classical MC and MLMC theory. For simplicity, the description is, as before, given for a scalar valued QoI. We consider only dependencies between samples of Y taken on the same level . From (19) we then have
where Y ,i , the i-th sample of Y , is interpreted as a random variable. If the covariance matrix is circulant and if Cov[
For independent samples, b = 0 and this equation reduces to (20) . For the sampling method associated withV 1 above, we have b = 2. It is then necessary to estimate the b = 2 covariances in addition to the sample variance in Line 5 of Algorithm 1. In (22) and in term was chosen rather arbitrarily and can probably be improved, depending on the precision of the estimators.V 1 is used in the remainder of this text.
6.3. Exactness of the MLMC generated gradient. Assume one uses the MLMC method to calculate the gradient in a given point u defined on the finest level. This requires the method to take samples Q m (v, ω, Ω k ) which depend on v = I L u. Following the previous subsections, each sample may depend on multiple elements in the given ordered sample set Ω k . The variable ω ∈ Ω k is simply used to index the samples.
Theorem 6.1 (exactness of the MLMC gradient). Assume that for any level and any sample set
Ω k ⊂ Ω of size n k , the mapping R m d → R m d : v → n −1 k ω∈Ω k Q m (v, ω, Ω k ) forms
the exact gradient of some cost function. Then, the MLMC method that uses on each level a combination of those sample sets, describes a mapping
which is itself the exact gradient of some cost functionĴ.
Proof. LetJ k : R m d → R denote the cost function corresponding to the exact gradient n
L given at the levelL. The chain rule and the second equation of (24) yield
Note that the two instances of the inner product (15) are different since they use a different number of discretization points. Let ∇Ĵ(u) denote the gradient approximation generated by the MLMC algorithm, assumed to have converged on a level L. Denote the set of n samples taken by the algorithm at any level by Ω ⊂ Ω. From (25) we have
This calculated gradient is the exact gradient of the cost functional
as can be checked using (37) .
In a similar fashion, it can be proven that the Hessian vector product calculated using MLMC is exact for some cost functional. Note that in this paper, the constant c from (24) 
. This is also true for many other common grid definitions and mapping operators. The cost functional (38) then simplifies to
which corresponds to the cost functional calculated using MLMC. The reason to construct the MLMC estimator for the gradient directly is that the optimization requires the gradient with some known precision, as measured by the RMSE. For some given number of samples n, the RMSE on the cost functional estimator is, in general, completely different from the RMSE on the gradient estimator.
7. Numerical Optimization. We follow the reduced optimization approach, in which the state y is eliminated. This results in u being the only unknown in the optimization problem. The alternative is the simultaneous approach in which the original constrained optimization problem is solved directly [4] . However, in the stochastic case, one has that
. Assuming a MLMC approach, the full sample set of discretized state functions on all levels would have to be part of the variables that one optimizes for. This approach seems infeasible due to excessive memory demands.
In this section, we elaborate on two methods to solve our optimization problem up to a given gradient tolerance. First, the use of the nonlinear conjugate gradient (NCG) method is investigated. Specific attention is given to how many samples and which samples should be used. Next, the Newton method is studied, which requires Hessian information. Because of its unwieldy size in the problems we consider, the Hessians are never computed explicitly and the linear systems in the Newton iterations are solved using a matrix-vector product based implementation of the conjugate gradient method (CG). For quadratic problems, the NCG method and a single Newton step with CG are known to be equivalent [29] . The difference in this stochastic context will lie mainly in the times at which the samples are updated.
Gradient based optimization.
The use of MLMC in a gradient based optimization algorithm is tested using the nonlinear conjugate gradient (NCG) method. Variables at the k-th iteration are indicated by a (k) superscript. The gradient calculated at iteration k is denoted by g (k) . In the NCG method, the search direction
. We use the Dai-Yuan (DY) formula
which offers certain advantages in PDE constrained optimization [5, 11] . The system input is then updated as
is found by approximating the cost function along the search direction with an interpolating parabola using a second gradient evaluation (we use the point u (k) + s (k−1) d (k) with s (−1) some well chosen initial value). Note that this approximate linesearch is exact for a quadratic problem.
Choosing samples.
In theory, the gradient and Hessian vector product are deterministic quantities due to the expected value operators in their equations. Computationally however, the result depends on the specific samples drawn by the MLMC algorithm. These samples can be saved memory efficiently by storing the number of samples n taken at each level and the random number generator seeds that have ultimately determined the samples. Let the subscript f in ∇Ĵ f (u) denote that the gradient in some u is calculated using some fixed set of samples f . The function ∇Ĵ f is then deterministic. Because n and L are then given, the bias and many other things do not have to be estimated again. The case where new samples are taken is denoted with the subscript $, e.g., ∇Ĵ $ (u).
To demonstrate the effect of any fixed or new samples, we perform 40 NCG-DY optimization steps using ∇Ĵ f . Here, f is determined during the first gradient evaluation call with the tolerance for the underlying MLMC algorithm set to = 1e−3. The blue line in Figure 3 shows the decay of the norm of ∇Ĵ f . The resulting sequence of control inputs {u
k=0 are then evaluated using ∇Ĵ $ . Only this new sample gradient ∇Ĵ $ (u) is relevant to assess the quality of a control input u. After all, the solution must perform well for the original problem, not just for the specific set of fixed samples f . The norm (15) 
f ) is shown as the red line in Figure 3 . Observe that the decay levels off at a certain point because ∇Ĵ f only resolves the gradient up to some RMSE , which we have estimated using (27) and (28) . It is thus important to either stop at that point or to decrease , generating a new, larger set of samples. For comparison NCG-DY is also executed using ∇Ĵ $ , i.e., while always using new random samples in each iteration. The resulting iterates, denoted by {u
k=0 , are outperformed by those produced using fixed samples, even when tested using new samples. This is the argument for holding onto the fixed samples as long as possible.
Consider again the sequence {u
. As the iterates come closer to the minimizerū, the variances V[Y ] tend to converge to some constant and, in general, nonzero level. Indeed, if k → ∞, u (k) →ū and the variances in consideration tend to those forū. This is illustrated in Figure 4 where V[Y ] ∞ and max{
shown for each level as a function of k. The use of correlated samples clearly reduces the variance on all levels. Observe also that during the first few iterations, the variances still change substantially. This causes the expected RMSE to fluctuate in Figure 3. 
Algorithm.
Let τ denote the tolerance on the gradient norm and consider Algorithm 2. Line 2 evaluates the initial gradient and collects the samples into f . Lines 4-8 implement the stopping condition. If g (k) ≤ τ , the current iterate is checked again using new samples, see line 5, before returning it. Lines 9-10 describe the optimization step. Other optimization algorithms can also be used here. Lines 11-16 govern the generation of the gradient. In each iteration step, either the gradient is calculated using new samples, which are stored in f , see line 13, or the gradient is calculated using the existing fixed sample set f , see line 15. In that case the expected RMSE is also calculated. During the optimization procedure, a gradient is only useful if the gradient estimator g (k) has a RMSE ≤ q g (k) . The constant q, which we set to 1 for all experiments, essentially determines how large the relative RMSE / g (k) is allowed to be. An error of a given size ) and max{
) for levels = {0, . . . , 5}. A higher line always corresponds to a coarser grid.
has little effect on a large gradient, but may completely distort a small gradient. Algorithm 2 therefore keeps proportional to the currently attained gradient norm. Note that this is much more efficient than keeping proportional to the target norm 3 τ since, in the former approach, all but the last few iterations are then computed using a larger . The samples are reused as long as possible until ≤ q g (k) no longer holds, see line 11. At that point is reduced by a well chosen factor η. A smaller η causes a given set of samples to last for more iterations, but the requested tolerance might then be reduced more than necessary, which is inefficient. In this paper we use η = 0.2. Note that should not be reduced below qτ as the iteration will stop approximately when g (k) ≤ τ anyway. This is the reason for the max in lines 11-12. Note that line 11 also checks if is unnecessarily small by testing
Algorithm 2 Gradient based optimization
Test convergence using current samples
Test convergence using new random samples Get d (k) and s (k) , e.g., using NCG-DY and approximate linesearch 10:
Save new sample data in f 14:
end if 17: end for 7.1.3. Performance. For the NCG-DY algorithm, the norm of the gradient is known to converge linearly, i.e., ||g (k) || = O(e −k ). We assume that this linear convergence is retained even though the sample set that generates the gradient changes at some of the iterations. We also assume that a single triple ρ, φ, κ exists such that the three assumptions 4 in Theorem 5.1 hold uniformly, i.e., for the same constants implicit in , for each point on the return levelL. This follows from simply considering the constants corresponding to the worst case point. Furthermore, it is reasonable to also assume uniformity from a certain optimization step onward. It was observed already that the variances converge to fixed values, meaning φ converges to a fixed value. The costs at each level, and therefore also κ, are constant by design. 
Proof. Since ||g (k) || = O(e −k ), the number of iterations K needed to satisfy the tolerance τ is K = O(− log τ ). Consider the three cases in (23) . From a certain optimization step onward, the case in which one finds oneself remains the same. We now consider each case separately. Assume the cost of a gradient evaluation to be C(g (k) ) ( (k) ) −2 , i.e., assume the first case in Theorem 5.1. If (k) g (k) , the total cost is
The case φ = κ in Theorem 5.1 has C(g (k) ) ( (k) ) −2 (log (k) ) 2 and yields
The third case is mathematically analogous to the first.
This cost is proportional to the cost of a single gradient evaluation with RMSE τ . Note that if instead the tolerance would be kept fixed, i.e., (0) = . . . = (k) τ, τ → 0, the total cost would amount to
7.2. Hessian based optimization. For a general problem, the cost functional can be approximated at a certain iteration as
For our quadratic model problem, this approximation is exact. Taking the derivative to u and setting it to 0 yields
Solving for ∆u constitutes a Newton step and produces the next point u (k+1) = u (k) + ∆u. The model problem converges in one single Newton iteration. Of course, in general, multiple Newton steps are required.
As was already noted, it is infeasible to directly solve (41) because the Hessian is very large and dense. Therefore, a conjugate gradient (CG) method is employed, as described in, e.g., [36] . This method requires only Hessian vector products and solves symmetric positive definite systems of equations. It can be shown that for a quadratic problem, the NCG method and a single solve of (41) using the CG method are equivalent, assuming the line searches are exact. A concise overview of these relationships can be found in, e.g., [29] . This allows us to reuse some results from the previous section. Notably, Figure 3 can be reinterpreted as being about the residual r (i) = (HessĴ(u (k) ))∆u (i) + ∇Ĵ(u (k) ) for iteration i of the CG method. Analogously, we conclude that the CG iterations can only be meaningful as long as ≤ q r (i) , with q having the same meaning as before, leading to a residual tolerance of q −1 . A possible algorithm is then given below as Algorithm 3. It is constructed such that the CG method can be thought of as a black box solver (which allows one to swap it with other iterative methods). The sample set used in a single Newton iteration is determined by the RMSE requested for the gradient. The first iteration uses a large RMSE (0) to cheaply get somewhat close to the optimizerū. Subsequent Newton steps lower the RMSE by a factor η (we take η = 0.2) until qτ (we take q = 1) is reached.
Algorithm 3 Hessian based optimization
if ∇Ĵ $ (u (k) ) ≤ τ then 6: return u (k)
7:
end if 8: end if 9 :
) with residual tolerance q −1 (k) . Figure 6 shows (a cross section of) the contributions to the gradient on each level. Note that the smoothness of these contributions follows from the discussion about Figure  2 . Since the gradient must converge to zero, the contributions cancel each other out more effectively in the later iterations. Nevertheless, the variances remain much higher on the coarsest levels (the behavior is similar to the behavior observed in Figure 4) . Therefore, removing the coarsest level (i.e. setting m 0 = 16 instead) would not improve performance. The function f is some nonlinear reaction term. From (7) it is clear that only the term ( ∂c ∂y ) * p needs updating, leading to The expression f denotes the derivative of f , which is again localized (f (y)(x) = g (y(x))). The derivation of the Hessian equations is slightly more involved. We only state the result: It is important to note that the adjoint equation is always linear in p for the gradient and δp for the Hessian. Therefore, the sampling methods from Section 6 can always be used.
10:
Consider as an example the nonlinear term f (y) = 20 + e 5y and the parameters (47) α = 1e−5, γ = 1, τ = 5e−5, σ 2 = 0.5. Figure 9 shows the convergence plot. Figure 10 shows a cross section of the contributions to the gradient on each level. The details obtained during the optimization are described in Tables 3 and 4 for both algorithms. The total time (with all overhead included) was 2607s (gradient based) and 8307s (Hessian based). For = 5e−5, a single NCG and CG iteration would take approximately 73hrs and 69hrs respectively. 9. Conclusions and further work. We presented a MLMC method for solving the robust optimization problem for a tracking type cost functional. Including an additional penalty on the variance of the state allows to also solve the average control problem in the same framework. It has been shown that correlations between a limited number of samples of the gradient are hard to avoid if efficiency and correct error estimation are desired. The classical MLMC theory was extended to be able to deal with these samples. Since the correlations are usually negative, the usage of correlated samples turns out to reduce the number of samples required.
The MLMC method proves to be orders of magnitude more efficient compared to the regular MC method, which takes all samples on the finest level. In our experiments, The NCG method is usually more performant than the Hessian based method, but not always. The performance depends on the specific problem considered. The Hessian based method may be better suited for a small number of optimization variables. The Newton equation could then be solved directly. The method was tested in this paper on simple academic model problems. Its performance for realistic applications has not yet been investigated. Methods for optimization under uncertainties are often born out of previous research in simulation and uncertainty quantification of stochastic problems. In that context, the quasi-Monte Carlo (QMC) method [16, 12] and its multilevel [22, 21] and multi-index [32] variants have been shown to reduce the cost for a given RMSE from O( −2 ) to, in ideal circumstances, O( −1 ). Hence, the use of QMC is expected to reduce the complexity of (40) even further. The algorithmic details and the numerical evidence remain to be investigated.
For simplicity, let y i = y n+i and h i = h n+i . Using, e.g., the limit definition of the derivative yields 
